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Argumentative essay mla format example

Ladies and Gentlemen, I present to you (Drumroll) The MLA-8 Essay Formatting Machine!This amazing device is capable of transforming a google document's font, font size, and spacing into MLA-8 format while adding slots for you to enter the necessary information for a standard MLA-8 essay including: teacher's name, your name, subject name,
date, and title. Before you go on to start building your very own formatting device, please note its limitations and requirements.Function Limitations:- Does not set margins - Does not add works cited page nor format your citations - Applies Only to Google Document- In case you didn't know, it does not write the essay for you Device Requirements:Applies to a laptop (a keyboard) - ONLY WORKS on Arduino LEONARDO or DUE Now that we're all set, let's get into it!- 1x Arduino Leonardo or Arduino DUE board - 8x male-to-male jumper wires - 1x button- 1x 1K Ω resistor (blue)- 1x microUSB to USB cable- Your laptop and your google document- A 21*11.3*12.2 cm cardboard box (or any
container of your choice as long as it is large enough to contain your Arduino board- 1x Utility Knife - Probably a ruler if you want to measure the size of your board - colored, decoration tape (which is not listed in the picture) Set up your board according to the diagrams above. The pictures given differ from the diagram, but both work. I suggest
connecting the board according to the diagram as it is more clear. One more thing to note is that the resistor drawn in the diagram is yellow but is still a 1K Ohm resistor. No mater the color, just make sure you have the resistor of the same capacity. Points to check before you move on: - Make sure your GND is connected to your D4 pin (this turns the
board into a keyboard) - Make sure the D2 pin is connected in the same row of the ending terminal of your resistor - Make sure your 5V is connected to your positive horizontal row and GND to the negative Note that you don't necessarily have to follow this setup. The diagrams and pictures are guides for beginners. If you have assembled an Arduino
board before or understand the underlying mechanisms behind it, fell free to design your own layout (But still make sure the D4 is connected to the GND).The following steps are completely OPTIONAL. You don't need a container for this to work. However, a container does serve as protection and improves the physical appearance of your device
(depending on how well you do it, of course).The container I used for my Arduino board is 20.2 x 11.5 x 12.3 cardboard box. I really suggest finding a box as it is much easier and saves cardboard. As long as your box is not too big for you and not too small for the board, it is o.k. The container I chose just happens to fit the board perfectly. Your
container requires two output holes, for the USB and the button. Therefore, you must carve a 1.5 x 1.5 square on one of the container's corners. Your must also cut a circular hole on the top of the container for your button. Since everyone's button is different, just cut the hole to a size identical to your button. Mine had a diameter of 3cm. If you
accidentally screw up the cutting (especially for the button hole), use what fell off from the cutting to make the hole more narrow, allowing the button to still fit into the hole. This is where tape is really useful, it solves all the problems. For the circular hole, simply fold the circular plate you cut off and tape it onto the hole to make it more narrow. I
used a significant amount of tape for this. Tape solves everything. If it doesn't......You're not using enough. Alright, you're almost done. HANG IN THERE!!!!!!First, seal the box with normal tape. All you have to do now is to wrap the box with tape. First wrap the entire box around with your tape, don't care about the cable that's extending out. You can
remove it before wrapping if you want but I didn't. Make sure you skip the button. After wrapping, cut the tape in the cable hole. Insert this code to your programming software then upload it to your Arduino board. Here's the embedded version. Here's the link: that's it. You've created your very own Arduino MLA-8 essay formatting machine! Some
students may struggle when it comes to creating an argumentative essay because it might seem too complex and multilayered. Don’t worry, we’re here to help you. Argumentative essays are usually assigned to students on SAT, ACT, IELTS, and TOEFL tests. This type of paper can also be assigned as coursework.Learning this style of writing is the
beginning of your journey to getting the grades that you deserve. Read this article to learn how to write an argumentative essay with an expert essay writing service.What Is an Argumentative Essay?An argumentative essay is a style of academic writing where an author presents both sides of an argument or issue. The main purpose of an
argumentative essay is to inform rather than convince – that’s why this type of paper should not be confused with a persuasive essay.The following skills are evaluated when grading an argumentative essay:Research skillsWriting skillsAnalytical skillsThis type of paper is assigned to train a student’s ability to debate. It can therefore greatly influence
the public speaking skills of a person later on in their life. When writing an argumentative essay, it is important to focus on facts and information rather than personal ideas or preferences. The author may present arguments equally, or support one in favour of others. Regardless, the thesis must include all of the primary points (and counterpoints)
that will appear in the essay. It is almost like a political debate with oneself.Elements of an Argumentative EssayPosition: It's essential to determine which side of the argument you are taking. For example, you may be arguing that tobacco products or cannabis should be made illegal. Make a point to express why you took your initial position. For
example, you may provide exact reasons to show how tobacco products may be damaging people’s health.Evidence: This is where you should provide factual substantiation for your reasons from outside resources. It is very important to give citations and references for where you gathered your evidence. If there is no proof, the evidence may not be
taken into account. For example, you could cite health studies or scientific papers related to the effects of tobacco products on peoples’ health to prove your statement.Counterarguments: This is where you need to present the other side of the issue. Provide the opposing argument from your point of view. After stating these counterarguments, you
should state why they are false, weak, or ineffective by presenting further evidence.3 Ways to Approach Argumentative WritingThere are three main ways to approach an argumentative essay. These techniques will help you create a proper structure.1. Classical ApproachThis is the most common approach and consists of the following:An introduction
where you introduce the central message of your paper (the thesis statement). Example: Tobacco products can induce various health problems, including cancers, heart attacks, and obesity.Background of the subject where you introduce early studies about children who have grown up in adoptive environments. Here you can also talk about the longterm effects of smoking.Main arguments — Talk about the main points of your position. For example, you could write about the feeling of addiction that makes it difficult to give up smoking.Refutation — Here is where your counterarguments come into place. Introduce the opposite side you will need to refute as being invalid. Example: Some people
think that smoking does not affect health and that genetic predisposition is more impactful in causing problems for one’s health. However, there is major evidence which shows that smoking can cause bigger long-term damage to lungs than a genetic predisposition to cancer.Conclusion — Present all of the main arguments and provide solutions or
studies that need to be conducted in the future.2. Rogerian ApproachThis approach works best if the topic of your argumentative essay is highly polemical or is a potential seed for different discussions. For instance, such issues as causes of global warming, gender identification problems, and philosophical problems work best if the Rogerian approach
is applied. There is no specific structure that needs to be followed in the Rogerian approach. It’s more about how you present the information: be sympathetic to both sides of the argument. It’s important to concede that the opposing side may also be valid. So, the more wide-scoped view of a subject you take, the better. You don't have to solve the
issue, it's more important to explore the compromise between the two sides to arrive at a solution to a pressing problem.3. Toulmin ApproachThis strategy can be quite useful in polemical arguments. It aims to find common ground within an argument and eliminate unnecessary arguments. For example, if your topic revolves around the question of
whether drugs should be legal, then you would need to explore the biggest issues on both sides of the argument. Here you can talk about the pros and cons. Feel free to use "write essay for me" help. Get Help Now Steps for Writing Your Argumentative EssayStep 1: Look for Argumentative Essay TopicsJust like with all other essay types, here are a
ton of topics to choose from. The main criteria should be the following:coherency and relativity to your studied subject;importance;inherent values;potential for further research.However, it is important to remember that it must be presented in a debate format. In other words, explain why option A is better than option B, or vice versa. Even in the
Rogerian approach, you need to be able to pick a side, but do it very carefully.Here are some good argumentative essay topics to get you started:Apple vs. Microsoft: Which software brand is more useful for students?Do violent video games have a negative psychological impact on children?From a financial perspective, should one invest in
cryptocurrencies?From an economic standpoint, are electric cars better overall?Has society become too reliant on technology?Good Argumentative Essay Topics for High SchoolAs students begin writing this type of content in school, it is essential to give them easy essay topics for them to get a grasp of the task. Here are some examples:What is the
most important second language to learn as a student in the US?Should the minimum driving age be lowered?Are standardized tests a fair reflection of a student’s skills?Are athletes overpaid?Should high school students be free to choose their classes?Topics for CollegeAs we transition to the university level, the complexity of the question asked
should also grow. With that being said, here are some challenging topics for college students:Is there enough evidence to prove that news sources have biased agendas?Would the legalization of marijuana as a recreational drug be economically justifiable?Can we constitute Russia as a superpower alongside the USA and China?What was the most
influential technological advancement in the history of humanity?Should we sacrifice some public services for lower taxes?Step 2: Conducting ResearchConducting research includes several steps:Choosing the side you will represent.Picking an argument that can appeal to your audience.Researching who else supports this argument.Researching the
objections your reader might raise.Organizing your evidence.In addition, you should check criteria for the validity of your information:AccuracyCredibility of sourcesTimelinessObjectivity or biasReliabilityStep 3: Writing an Argumentative Essay OutlineNow that we understand what this type of writing is all about, we can start putting the pieces of the
argumentative essay outline together. So, let’s take a look at how to start an argumentative essay.Usually written in the five-paragraph structure, the argumentative essay format consists of an introduction, 2-3 body paragraphs, and a conclusion. Logically, each of those three sections will have a unique structure, so understanding them on an
individual level will help ensure a smooth writing process. We will be using "the Internet" as the most significant technological advancement in society as an example.1. IntroductionHook Statement: As with most other types of assignments, an argumentative essay introduction should attempt to captivate readers’ interest from the very beginning.
Сreate a sentence that stands out from the rest of the text. Consider using a rhetorical question, a meaningful quote, or an intriguing idea. The goal is to get your audience reaching for a bag of popcorn right after reading the hook.Example: Could you imagine how different our world would be without the creation of the Internet?Background
Information: After gathering the audience’s attention, the next step is to present any necessary context to narrow the focus of the discussion. This information should not yet reveal any of the main arguments from the body. Also, it should ideally transition the train of thought towards the thesis statement.Thesis Statement: The last sentence of the
introduction should present the focal point/central argument of your entire paper. Remember – your primary objective is to defend your idea, so the thesis must directly state what your idea is and why it is correct.Example: The invention of the Internet has helped interconnect the world like nothing else ever seen before, created millions of jobs and
being used by the majority of the world’s population.2. Body ParagraphsTopic Sentence: Start with a sentence that transitions the focus from the previous paragraph to the current one. It should also introduce the main sub-argument for its particular section.Example: Alongside global connectivity, the Internet and IT has helped create over 10 million
jobs worldwide.Claim: After presenting your topic sentence, it is time to link your main sub-argument to your thesis statement. The goal is to explain how this point validates and strengthens your central message.Example: Thanks to the job creation provided by IT, a large percentage of students are finding an enjoyable career path that helps its
field’s development and offers high wages.Evidence: After providing a valid claim, you must defend it with factual support. Examples of this can be statistics, references, or logical ideas that support your claims; if this information comes from credible external sources, it will add to the essay’s overall validity.Example: Internet technology has given
0.15% of the world’s population a stable income. Also, since IT-related positions consistently make over 6 figures per year, this salary is enough to support a family of 4-5. Therefore, IT-related positions single-handedly back slightly less than 1% of the world’s income.Concluding Statement: After presenting a defendable claim and supporting it with
evidence, end the body paragraph with a concluding statement. The primary goal of this sentence is to summarize the overall significance of the claim to the thesis. In other words, why was this particular point so essential?Example: From digital marketing to software engineering, the development of IT has had a predominantly positive impact on
society regarding utility, economics, and finding one's passion.Note that this structure works for each body paragraph. The main difference is in the paragraph’s actual claim, supporting evidence, etc.3. ConclusionRestate the Thesis: The first sentence of any conclusion should always be a restatement of your central message (thesis statement). Using
assertive language, restate your thesis in an "I have 100% proven this point" kind of way. When information is presented to an audience with confidence, they become more inclined to position themselves with that side of the argument.Brief Summarization of Sub-Arguments: Most likely, the audience has already forgotten some of the information you
presented. For this reason, go back through and review your main points, giving your argument closure.Example: As can be seen with the information presented above, the creation and development of the Internet is indisputably the most significant technological advancement of all time.Overall Concluding Statement: To end your argumentative
essay outline with a bang, present a memorable concluding statement. Usually, this sentence will express the universal importance of the information and should leave the reader with a prompt to further investigate the topic.Example: Realistically speaking, our society would not have developed as exponentially fast without the invention of the
internet; the unparalleled value of global connectivity within seconds is an unrivalled perk, and with thorough exploration, more development will inevitably be uncovered.Step 4: EditingWhen editing, make sure to do the following:Leave the first draft to lay for some time before picking it again.Double check grammar and punctuation while revising
the draft.Double check the evidence you used in your arguments.If you have somebody to proofread your work, take advantage of it.Here are questions to check by yourself before submitting your argumentative essay:Does your thesis include a statement that anybody could argue for or against?Are all your arguments clearly worded and coherent?Did
you use the best examples to support your arguments?Have you managed to successfully present and refute any counterargument(s)?Does the conclusion give an interesting look into the future of this topic?Argumentative Essay ExamplesBelow you can find some good argumentative essay examples. The first essay talks about the value that comes
with the freedom of being able to strike for public workers.Say goodbye to ‘stress at work’ and welcome the ‘freedom to express yourself'. Most public workers are denied their right of expression even after being exposed to bad working conditions and rights violations. These violations deny them the morale for performing well on their duties.
Enabling workers to strike motivates them to work since it encourages them to speak out whenever they feel their rights, safety, and/or regulations have been compromised. Countries across the globe should always allow public workers to strike.The second essay discusses the importance of economic equality in a nation, alongside possible
repercussions and potential threats if not met.Wealth inequality is not just how much a particular nation possesses, rather it concerns how wealth is shared within a society. Every society has a variety of factors that make them different; inequality leads to a host of problems, as various aspects of a society are made uneven, including views, attitudes,
and beliefs. Financial inequality is the level in which wealth is shared unevenly to members of a particular group or society. Wealth is not only encompassed by a certain individual's yearly pay, but of all of the assets or resources received by employment, investments, state benefits, rent, and/or royalties. Economic inequality can be experienced
through pay, wealth, or income. Income is any pay received through investments, savings, employment, rent, etc., while pay inequality is the disparity between the pay received through employment only. When there is too much economic inequality, there are high levels of poverty and minimal opportunities for kids to overcome their parent’s efforts.
It is important to note that levels of economic inequality are not the same in different societies.Final TipsWhen it comes to writing and constructing your final draft, make sure each tip listed below is considered.Find a topic and make sure it has counter arguments.Gather of research on both sides of the argument to avoid sounding biased.Make sure
all of the facts included in your argumentative essay are accurate.Follow guides that illustrate how to write an argumentative essay step by step to improve the way your performance on these assignments.Structure the essay properly with: Introduction, Body, and Conclusion or you will lose marks.Before writing, list all information in an
outline.Remember to cite the sources used and avoid plagiarism.Get other people to read your work to see if they’re persuaded by your writing.Don’t include your own opinion in work. Stick to key facts and evidence.Run your paper through a grammar checker — just in case.Once these writing tips have been revised and applied, you are one step
closer to mastering the art of argumentative essay writing. If you have already written your argumentative essay and want it to be checked, contact us and we’ll edit your work for you to get the better grade that you deserve. If you haven’t written it yet, we can do that for you as well — just request writing help below. Get Started Page 2The 5
paragraph essay is considered to be the standard essay writing assignment. Once you have learned how to write it, you are prepared to tackle any other one. Keep reading the detailed guide from the EssayPro team to perfect your writing skills to the level of an experienced essay writer.What Is a 5 Paragraph Essay?The 5 paragraph essay format is
the most common essay a student can be faced with. The name is a result of the five paragraph structure: one introductory paragraph, three body paragraphs, and a concluding paragraph. Because of the layered structure, you might have also heard this type of essay being called a hamburger essay, one three one, or a three-tier essay. We will write
you a plagiarism-free essay, with an outline, unlimited revisions, and bunch of other cool features included! Get Writing Help It is used in most exams, such as the TOEFL, IELTS, and SAT. Since most of these exams limit students’ time on the "Writing" section of an exam, students are trained to memorize this format. This allows students to answer
the exam prompt quickly and efficiently.How many words is a 5 paragraph essay you may wonder? Typically, they are around 250 to 500 words long. The format’s plasticity allows students to experiment with various essay styles. Persuasive, Arguntative, Expository, Narrative, and Cause and Effect essays can all be written in this format.Types of 5
Paragraph Essay on Standardized TestsThe most challenging assignment is the one written during a standardized test. The type of essay may define the topic and the thesis. It means that some essays are better off with narrow and serious topics, while other essays are better suited to students who might write creative stories full of jokes. The various
types of essays include:Definition — adds a personal interpretation of the term or phrase, along with the official one paraphrased from the dictionary.Descriptive — adds as many details as possible to illustrate the research problem.Narrative — tells a story with vivid examples.Argumentative & persuasive — the difference between these academic
projects is that the writer only has to mention and explain his or her personal position towards the analyzed problem in an argumentative essay. While in a persuasive essay, it is also important to defend your position and convince readers of your truth.Compare & contrast — shows the differences & similarities between several subjects.Cause & effect
— explains the reasons for something to happen and the consequences of these actions.Literary analysis — picks the specific literary text like a poem or essay and evaluates/criticizes it.While sometimes it is enough to answer a question, in other cases, a student has to conduct in-depth research and offer more solutions to the problems discussed.Train
hard at home to master the art of academic writing. Remember that any essay you have to write for a standardized test is limited by time, so you might have to prepare an outline and write the text itself at the speed of light.Video Guide to 5 Paragraph Essay10 Good Example TopicsLook at the 10 topic example ideas from different categories below.
The 5 paragraph essay topics listed here are some of the most common topics students write essays about. Choose those you like, or offer new approaches to discuss:Can one learn a life lesson from an experience that they didn't have?Wealthy nations should share goods with countries living in povertyShould education be free for all students?The
discrimination of female employees at work.Should the death penalty be abolished completely?Separate classes for male and female studentsThe importance of investing money in space explorationLiving in a world without any rulesShould same-sex marriage be allowed?The role of advanced technologies in educationBefore choosing a topic and
starting the writing process, students should come up with a catchy title to grab the reader’s attention right from the get-go. It may influence the final grade. Count on the support of our professional writers and editors. Get Writing Help The OutlineWhen writing a 5 paragraph essay, it is important to follow the structure. As it is said, the typical
format for an essay starts with an introuction, has three body paragraphs, and sums everything up with a conclusion. Each body paragraph serves a specific purpose, and the essay should take the form of a keyhole. This means that it starts very broad, gets increasingly narrow, and finishes out broad.Introduction: 3-5 SentencesSo, let’s look at how to
write an introduction paragraph for an essay. To start out impressively, think about a hook. A hook is a 1-2 sentence bang that makes the reader want to keep on reading the entire text. It can be a rhetorical question, literary quote, joke, anecdote, metaphor, simile, a famous person saying, fact, or statistic. It is essential to check the credibility of the
information you use.The introduction sets the structure for the rest of the essay, with the first sentence being the hook sentence.The hook sentence is kind of like the spark to a flame. It grabs the reader's attention.The hook is usually either a rhetorical question, some life example, or a stunning fact.For Example: If your essay is about the preservation
of our environment, you could say something like: "Do we want to live on a planet where we are surrounded by desert and wasteland?". This is a rhetorical question, meaning it does not need an answer because it is obvious.Brief Introduction of Supporting Arguments (1-3)Here you are taking your supporting arguments and briefly introducing them to
the reader, without revealing too much information.Quick Tip: think of it as a trailer for a movie. It should be exciting, but can’t give away the “PLOT."For Example:Preservation of our environment is one of the keys to keeping our planet in a healthy state.Thesis StatementThe Thesis Statement is an essential part of your entire essay: this is your
argument. This statement will be the basis for the rest of your essay. Since we have already been talking about nature preservation, an example of a good thesis would be:Thesis example: “The preservation of our planet is the most important aspect of keeping Mother Nature in check and avoiding draconian disasters.”Quick Tip: if you find that your
body paragraphs have nothing to do with your thesis, you can go back and change the argument.Body Paragraphs 1, 2 and 3 (5-7 Sentences)Let’s figure out how to start a body paragraph. Even though all body paragraphs are equally vital, keep in mind that the opening paragraph should be the strongest one; it may include the most potent argument.
The writer should come up with the most vivid example, the smartest illustration, and an obvious starting point — the topic sentence. Do not forget to add a “reverse hook” sentence. Each argument of the body must relate to the thesis. Here are some other facts about the body::This is the “meat” of your 5 paragraph essay, where you explain the
position you are defending. In other words, it has to relate to your thesis sentence.The structure of a body paragraph is usually: Intro sentence (1), Supporting Argument Explanation (3-5), Concluding Sentence (1)The intro sentence should briefly bring about your argument, without revealing too much informationExample: Deforestation and air
pollution not only hurt the planet but reduces air quality and increases the likelihood of disease.What about the Supporting Argument and Explanation? Here is an example of taking the topic and going into detail, while still, most importantly, defending your thesis.Example: Greed and selfishness are the biggest factors that damage our environment.
They result in methods that kill our trees and worsen our air. Though short-term, it may be profitable for the few; in the long-term, it is hazardous for all. In Beijing, for example, the air quality is so poor that it can often become mandatory to wear masks — just for its large population to walk around in the streets.The Concluding Sentence should be
the opposite of the intro. Instead of introducing your argument, you are briefly concluding your argument, and transitioning into your next one.Example: To conclude, the destruction of our natural resources and our air quality not only worsen the planet’s health, but humanity’s as well.The format for all 3 body paragraphs is the same.The arguments
should go in this order:The 1st body paragraph should be your strongest argument.The 2nd body should be your weakest argument.The 3rd body should be your most persuasive argument.To give our readers an outline template, we have a picture of a standard Graphic Organizer below.5 paragraph essay outline templateConclusion (3-5 Sentences):
The “Mirror” of Your IntroThe last paragraph of your paper must contain these elements:An allusion to what was said in the opening part.A rewritten thesis statement, using your own new, original language and interpretation — do not merely copy-paste the thesis.A summary of the three major points from the paper’s body.A closing statement that
alarms the reader that the discussion is about to be over.Look at the detailed descriptions of the recommended steps in order to craft a good conclusion paragraph.Restate Your Thesis (Sentence 1)Take your main argument (thesis) and restate it conclusively. Paraphrasing it assertively. Show that you have “proved your point.”Concluding paragraph
example: The safety and survival of the Earth are incredibly dependent upon how we, as people, decide to treat it, and the more carefully we treat the process, the more beneficial it will be for all.Conclude your supporting arguments (1-3 Sentences)Take your supporting arguments (your body paragraphs) and rephrase the main points you made in
one sentence per paragraph. What if some of the supporting arguments are similar? – Combine them into one sentence to keep a proper structure.So, for example, if one of your supporting arguments was about limiting the use of resources, you could say: “Limiting the use of our natural resources and improving their efficiency are key steps to
improving the health of our planet.”Concluding Hook Sentence (Optional)An excellent way to end an essay is to do something unexpected, to surprise the reader. Create a second hook. This time, it should be a hook that sums things up in a few words—rhetorical questions are great for this.Concluding paragraph example: “The health of our planet is of
great importance, and after all, we don’t want to live in a wasteland, do we?”This gives the 5 paragraph essay some spice at the end and makes the reader question your statement.5 Paragraph Essay Outline Example: Why Are History and Culture Important to Society?IntroductionHumans tend to repeat mistakes, whether it be personal ones or
general faults of our species. Thankfully, we finally understand that war never changes, and this acceptance has brought great prosperity. (Hook)Introducing the importance of traditions, understanding our roots, and dialoguing the growth of the human race. (Background info)Remembering and embracing our past, while simultaneously learning and
building from it, can help the human race achieve great things at an ever increasing rate!Body Paragraph 1Topic sentence that introduces traditions and why they hold value.Linking the value of our traditions and how we can build from them.Evidence of this done in the past (Sounds → Language) (Sticks + Stones → Rifles).Concluding statement about
the significance of tradition.Body Paragraph 2Topic sentence that introduces the importance of embracing our culture.Showing our origins and highlighting the value of understanding ourselves.Provide examples (Civilizations → Empires → Cities).Concluding statement about the value of our origins.Body Paragraph 3Topic sentence that exclaims the
importance of dialoguing our race.Using our past to better our future and learning from our mistakes.Examples (Less War, Technological Growth, Human Rights).Significance of the documentation.ConclusionBy analyzing our cultural and historical past, we can build a future for a better tomorrow! (Thesis Restatement)Summary of traditions
claim.Summary of the cultural claim.Summary of value that comes from dialoguing our race.If we don’t consider our past as a valuable pool from where to obtain information, then we are showcasing ourselves as an ignorant race. (Overall Concluding Statement)General Grading RubricSeveral schools and universities worldwide use several different
types of rubrics, but one of the most standard rubric styles is the 5 point style. This style is broken down into five segments: Focus, Organization, Conventions, Style, and Content.Focus: Did the writer spend his time proving his or her thesis? Did they accomplish their goal?Organization: Was the essay readable, were the transitions between
paragraphs smooth, and did the writer follow the proper outline format and not diverge from the set structure?Conventions: Did the writer make many grammatical mistakes? Did they have run-on sentences?Style: Did the writer use high-level vocabulary, were words rarely repeated, how original were his or her sentence structures?Content: Did the
writer adequately prove his argument and were his or her statements logical, reliable, and factual?Five Paragraph Essay Examples ROrgan Donation Fundamentals of Human Communication Fundamentals of Human Communication Genetically Modified Food Genetically Modified Food Conclusion: Things to RememberThe 5 paragraph essay includes
1 introductory paragraph, 3 body paragraphs and 1 concluding paragraph.Each body paragraph serves a specific purpose.The format for all 3 body paragraphs is the same.Typical 5 paragraph essays are up to 500 words long.One of the most challenging assignments is the one written for a standardized test, as there are various types of essays and a
limitation on time.Writing an essay outline helps structurize your thoughts and saves you time. Sometimes, even with tools on your side, it can be hard to start churning out information and actually get thoughts down on paper. If you are thinking something like “can someone just do my homework?”, we have got you covered. Our essay writer allows
you to get the qualified academic writing assistance you require in hours. Get Started
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